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Abstract: With the recent global financial recession, understanding of financial management has become very important for businesses and nations in the world economy. This book covers the theoretical and the practical aspects of financial management. The book consists of twenty-one chapters covering introduction to finance, financial mathematics, capital investment analysis and project evaluation techniques, business finance covering SME and agricultural business finance, financing decisions, dividend decision, working capital management and capital reduction strategy. The book is written in simple prose that is easily understandable with illustrations, examples and review questions in all chapters. It is directed at students in polytechnics, universities and those preparing for professional examinations such as Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA), Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN), Chartered Institute of Bankers (ACIB), Chartered Institute of Chartered Brokers and others. Post graduate students in MBA, MBF and M.Sc Finance and others management science will find the book worthwhile.